Abstract-In this paper, a novel dense stereo matching algorithm is proposed based on edge-aware truncated minimum spanning tree (T-MST). Instead of employing non-local cost aggregation on traditional MST which is only generated from color difference of neighbouring pixels, a new tree structure, "EdgeAware T-MST", is proposed to aggregate the cost according to the image texture. Specifically, cost aggregation is promoted among highly textured region. Meanwhile, the "edge fatten" effect is restrained by combining edge-prior and superpixel-prior together to locate the true disparity edge. Then a widely used Winner-TakeAll (WTA) strategy is performed to establish initial disparity map. An adaptive non-local refinement is also performed based on the stability of initial stereo estimation. Experimental results on Middlebury data set show that our algorithm outperforms the current state-of-the-art non-local MST-based stereo matching algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image and video are important members of Big Data. Image and video processing is the enabling technology for Big Data analysing. In this paper, we focus our work on one of the underlying techniques: dense stereo matching. Dense stereo matching is one of the most extensively investigated topics in computer vision, since it plays an important role in a large variety of applications such as 3D scene reconstruction, intermediate view creation, anonymous driving and robotics. According to the taxonomy and evaluation scheme proposed in [1] , stereo matching can be divided into two categories: local algorithms (window-based algorithms) and global algorithms (energy minimization algorithms). Stereo matching algorithms generally implement a subset of the following four steps: 1) Matching cost estimation; 2) Cost aggregation within support region; 3) Disparity computation/optimization; 4) Disparity refinement. Local algorithms generally employ steps 1, 2 and 3 while global algorithms perform steps 1, 3 and 4. Matching costs (step 1) are computed firstly for both local and global methods. In local algorithms, costs for each pixel are then aggregated (step 2) within its support region (usually a window). On the other hand, global algorithms make explicit smoothness assumptions and minimize a global energy function (step 3). Dynamic programming [2] , [3] , Graph cuts [4] , belief propagation [5] , [6] , [7] are all popular global algorithms. In step 4, post-processing techniques are performed on the disparity maps to achieve a better result. Global methods usually generate more accurate results than local methods. However, the quality improvement is achieved at the cost of high time consumption and expensive computation. This paper mainly focuses on effective non-local stereo matching algorithms.
Traditional local methods conduct cost aggregation by averaging the cost within a support region since they implicitly assume that pixels in the same support region have similar disparities. Due to the usage of local averaging techniques, window-based local algorithms suffer from "edge fatten" effect when support regions cover the disparity boundaries, which is very similar to image filtering methods. Yoon and Kweon proposed an adaptive support weights technique to filter the cost volume which preserves the disparity boundaries effectively [8] . Their algorithm was reformulated as the term of a joint bilateral filtering method in [9] . Based on the aforementioned edge-aware filtering techniques, guided image filtering was proposed in [10] and further applied to solve image labeling problems [11] , [12] . However, the support regions for those filtering-based local algorithms are still limited in a pre-defined fixed-size window.
Recently, a non-local stereo matching algorithm based on cost aggregation over minimum spanning tree (MST) was proposed by Yang [13] , [14] . A pixel is able to receive proper weighted support from every other pixels on MST through a unique shortest path. Different from local algorithms, nonlocal methods have a better performance for each pixel through the cost aggregation over the whole image. Mei et al. conducted non-local aggregation over segment-tree (ST) instead of MST [15] . Cheng et al. proposed cross-trees with priors to optimize the non-local cost aggregation procedure. These works proved that non-local algorithms outperform all the local methods in terms of matching accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a non-local stereo matching algorithm based on edge-aware truncated minimum spanning tree (Edge-Aware T-MST). Section II presents our non-local algorithm, where Section II-A presents a novel cost computation combining truncated absolute difference (TAD) and histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) feature; Section II-B introduces the generation of Edge-Aware T-MST and the aggregation on this tree structure; Section II-C introduces an adaptive non-local refinement scheme. Experimental results and performance evaluation are presented in Section III. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Pixel Cost Computation
The matching cost for each disparity level between left image I l and right image I r is computed at each pixel. The cost function proposed in this paper is a convex combination of truncated absolute differences (TAD) [11] , [12] and norm of the differences between vectors of histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [16] , [17] . TAD is efficient in minimizing the negative influence of outlier pixels. HOG was firstly proposed to accurately describe object feature for image recognition and object detection [16] . An improved HOG, which is fast and robust to vertical parallax to a certain extent, was proposed in [17] for stereo cost measurement. The pixel cost computation function is shown in Equ. (1):
where
represents HOG cost as shown in Equ. (3); γ is a scale factor used to control the weight of TAD cost.
where p denotes a pixel in left image; p d represents the corresponding pixel with disparity value d in right image;
and I r g (p d ) denote the horizontal gradient; T i and T g are two empirical truncation parameters; β is a weight factor.
where V l HOG (p) and V r HOG (p d ) are HOG feature vectors of corresponding pixels. The calculation of HOG feature vector will be explained in detail as follows.
A W × W window centred at pixel p is defined as a description cell. The gradient direction for each pixel within this window is computed using Equ. (4):
where θ(q) denotes the gradient direction of pixel q; G y (q) and G x (q) represent the horizontal and vertical gradient of q respectively. The range of gradient direction is [0, 360 • ). The gradient direction range is divided into 12 bins with a step size of 30
• . Then a gradient direction histogram is computed based on the counts of pixels in each bin. Fig. 1 shows an example of gradient direction histogram computation for a 5 × 5 window centred at pixel p. Fig. 1(a) represents the gradient directions in this description cell, where the angle of each arrow indicates the gradient direction of the corresponding pixel. Different colors indicate different bins. Fig. 1(b) represents the histogram generated from Fig. 1(a) , where the value of each bin represents the corresponding count. HOG feature descriptor of pixel p can then be constructed with a vector as shown in Equ. (5):
where V HOG (p) denotes the HOG feature descriptor of pixel p; b i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 11) represents the corresponding value in gradient direction histogram. 
B. Cost Aggregation on Edge-Aware T-MST
In Yang's non-local stereo matching framework, the reference image I is treated as a 4-connected, undirected graph G = (V, E), where V and E represent the vertices and edges in the graph [13] , [14] . specifically, V are all the pixels in the reference image and E are edges connecting neighbouring pixels. The edge weight w between neighbouring pixel s and r is computed with Equ. where I s and I r represent the intensity value of s and r respectively. Yang's method assumes that intensity edges can be regarded as depth edges. Therefore a minimum spanning tree (MST) can be generated from G by removing edges with large weights using Kruskal's algorithm [18] . However, in highly textured regions, despite of large intensity difference, disparity maps are spatially smooth in most cases. Hence, similar to global algorithms, the explicit smoothness assumption can be made with Equ. (7).
where τ is a truncation threshold of two neighbouring pixels s and r. However, the aggregation over an MST generated from truncated edge weight will suffer from "edge fatten" effect since it assumes disparity smoothness at every point. Thus proper priors are needed to indicate disparity boundaries. A commonly used prior is the edge-prior as shown in Fig.  2(a) . Common edge detector, such as Canny edge detector, is sensitive to intensity changes so that many false edges can also be detected. Considering all the color edges to be disparity edges will degrade cost aggregation in highly textured regions.
Cheng et al. [19] , [20] proposed two separate methods Cross-E and Cross-SP based on edge-proir and superpixel-prior respectively. By employing superpixels, many false edges can be avoided as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In order to make full use of the advantages of both edge-proir and superpixel-prior, a novel hybrid edge-prior is proposed. We assume that only edges detected by both edge detector and superpixel are considered to be disparity boundaries, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . This hybrid edge is able to remove most false edges in textured regions and keep true depth boundaries to a great extent. Examples can be seen in Fig. 2 marked with yellow and blue rectangles respectively. Thus, Equ. (7) can be rewritten as Equ. (8):
where e(s, r) ∩ the prior means that the edge between s and r crosses the hybrid edge prior; τ is a truncation threshold. The proposed Edge-Aware T-MST can be generated by applying Kruskal's algorithm [18] . Once the tree structure is constructed, matching costs can be aggregated for each pixel. We employ Yang's non-local cost aggregation [13] , [14] on edge-aware T-MST. The distance D(p, q) = D(q, p) between two nodes p and q is the sum of edge weights along the shortest path in T-MST. The similarity between p and q is denoted by Equ. (9):
where σ is an constant used to adjust the similarity between p and q. The final aggregated cost for pixel p over T-MST can be calculated by Equ. (10):
Non-local cost aggregation on tree structure enables every pixel to receive proper weighted support from all other pixel in image I, which theoretically outperforms window-based local algorithms. Using Equ. (10) to compute cost aggregation iteratively is feasible but time-consuming. Yang proposed a linear time non-local cost aggregation on tree structure by computing leaf-to-root and root-to-leaf cost aggregation successively [13] , [14] . Fig. 3 shows an illustration of twostep non-local aggregation on MST.
In leaf-to-root step ( Fig. 3(a) ), the intermediate aggregated cost C
A↑ d
for pixel p is computed with Equ. (11):
(a) Leaf-to-root aggregation (b) Root-to-leaf aggregation Fig. 3 . Two-step non-local cost aggregation where P ar(p c ) denotes the parent node of p c . After the first step, the root node (V 4 in Fig. 3(a) ) receives proper weighted support from all the other nodes while the rest of the nodes receive support from their subtrees.
In root-to-leaf step (Fig. 3(b) ), the final aggregated cost C
A d
for pixel p is computed with Equ. (12):
The computational complexity of non-local aggregation is O(N · L), where N is the number of pixels of the image and L is the number of disparity range.
Finally, Winner-Take-All (WTA) strategy is employed to obtain the initial disparity map.
C. Adaptive Refinement
After obtaining the initial disparity map for both left image and right image, a consistency check (also called cross check or left right check) is used to divide all the pixels into stable or unstable pixels. A stable pixel means that the corresponding pixel in the other image has the exact same disparity value. In order to achieve a better performance, all the unstable pixels should be interpolated in a proper way. An adaptive non-local refinement is proposed in this paper to make full use of the stabilities of all the pixels. Let D denote the initial disparity map of left image, a new truncated cost volume is computed for each pixel:
(p) denotes the new cost value for pixel p at disparity level d; τ cc represents the truncated threshold. Since the new matching costs for unstable pixels for all disparity levels are set to be 0, the disparity of unstable pixels will completely depend on stable pixels. Based on Yang's nonlocal refinement, which re-implements the cost aggregation method described in Section II-B, we further update the T-MST to a directed tree structure by changing the similarity calculation based on pixel stabilities to impose restrictions on cost aggregation. When cost is aggregated from p to its neighbouring pixel q, similarity between p and q is redefined as Equ. (14):
where S n (p, q) is the updated similarity between p and q; S(p, q) is defined in Equ. (9); ϕ is a constant with range [0,1) used for suppressing the cost aggregation from unstable pixel to stable pixel. Fig. 4 . Adaptive non-local refinement Fig. 4 illustrates the adaptive non-local refinement. In Fig.  4 , the green circles and red circles indicate stable pixels and unstable pixels respectively; the lines connecting pixels represent the aggregation paths; the arrows represent the directions of aggregation and bolder arrows represent higher aggregation weight. After the adaptive non-local refinement, the final disparity map is generated by implementing the WTA strategy again.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, performance evaluations of six non-local algorithms are presented: Yang's aggregation on MST (denoted as MST) [13] , [14] ; aggregation on ST (including two methods, denoted as ST1 and ST2) [15] ; aggregation on cross-trees (including two methods, denoted as Cross-E and Cross-SP) [20] , [19] and the proposed method (denoted as T-MST). The parameters for the proposed method are: γ = 0.3, β = 0.11, T i = 7, T g = 2, τ = 36, σ = 0.1, ϕ = 0.1. Table I shows the quantitative accuracy evaluation of the six non-local methods on 30 image pairs in Middlebury. The bad pixel rate in non-occluded regions with error threshold 1 are used in accuracy evaluation. The subscript numbers are the relative rank for each data set. Among the 30 data sets, the proposed method ranks 1 for 17 image pairs. The last two rows show the average error rate and average rank of the six methods, which demonstrate that the proposed method has better performance in terms of accuracy in a comprehensive way.
Visual comparisons of three datasets, Laundry (the first row), Lampshade1 (the second row) and Midd2 (the third row), are shown in Fig. 5 . Regions marked in red show the inaccurate pixels in final results. Compared with other algorithms, the proposed method has better matching accuracy around disparity boundaries.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel Edge-Aware T-MST algorithm for non-local cost aggregation. A hybrid edge-prior is proposed and applied for the construction of tree structure. Moreover, HOG feature and adaptive refinement are employed to enrich the framework. The performance evaluation on Middlebury data sets shows that the proposed method has the best overall matching accuracy and overall ranking among the current state-of-the-art non-local algorithms.
